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Unit I.

Students shall:
1.

Zxplain 1.hy tie study of economics is important to n person
in the various roles he plays in life.

2.

Identify scarcity as the basic economic problem of every
society.

3.

Enumerate the two interrelatei conditions which .1.ve rise
to the fact of scarcity: ininkind's unlimited de-mancl for
limited resources
goods and services, and society's
available for the production of ,;oods and services.

4.

racplain tie procedure used by economists in their study of
economics.

5.

lo develop a testable hypothesis in the area of macroeconomic
theory or policy.
a.

Br: able to define the term hypothesis in one sentence.

b.
c.

d.

e.

3e PI)le to make an oatline of the steps in formulatim; and testing, - hypothesis.
ble to define: the term correlation, as used in
Be
statistics, in uni_l sentence; be :able to distinguish
si2iple from multiple correlation.
able to mc-e a one sentence provable hypothesis
stitenent in the area of niacroeconob.ic theory or
policy.
al-)le to take a scientific article from an economics journal and write an essay based on the
content of the journal article followin7. tne outline below:
1)

2)
3)

4)

5)

First para7raph contains hypothesis statement,
identification of Independent and dependent
variables and their definition.
Second pararaph con+irins a description of
the expected cause rani effect relationships.
Third paragraph contains the theoretical
(logicl sup)ort for the hypothesis includih.
quotations from authorities.
Fourth paragraph contains the identification
of other possible independent variables that
could determine or affect the dependent
variable.
Fifth paragraph contains a statement as to tile.
type of empirical method which is used to
test the hypothesis.
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f.

6.

Using yrur hypothesis statement develeeed in (d)
nbove
five paraGraph essay
a oasis, write
fulloing th .! outline in (e) above.
(Note:
for
part 4), r.t 12at three other possible independent
variablos sholad be identified.)

Tc collect and evaluate usable quantitavive data which would
be: used to test the hypothesis.
.

b.

be able to distinn;u1sh time series from crosss-2ction data ani know stren;;ths of each type.
fe rble to define the following statistical concept
related to regression (correlation) analysis:
1)
2)
31
4)
5)

c.

d.

e.

confidence intervals or limits.
co-variation
serial correlation
statistical sic.nificance of results
coefficient of 'etermination or explained
variation.

Be able to define and describe the "Ideal" data set
for each of the concepts contained in your hypothesis
st^tement.
Be able to precisely define the several data series
actlally available to leasure tne concepts contained
in the hypothesis statement.
Be able to suggest some additional "proxy" series
which 'e.lay serve in place of 'ideal," but nonexistent
series.

7.

Differentiate between econa,:Lic nolicy
Illustrate e2.ch.

8.

Explain why econor:Acs is considered a social science and how
it is related. to other social sciences.

9.

Define ;, model as use'l in business and economics.

economic analysis.

10.

Describe the dan-ers involved in usin :' molels.

11.

',,:xplMh and illustrate the concept "other thins being equal
or constant.

12.

Constiuct a 'Trap?'

13.

List ti-e economic -bals of American Capitalism.

14.

List anc explain at least elzht pitfalls encountered in

rl

schedule of values.

derivir3 an:1 rt.) ;lying economic principles.
15.

Draw and explain the oroduction possibilities curve.
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Given A oroduct'ion possihilities schedule, studerts shall
construct 2 producti0,1 possibilities curve and identify:
a.
b.

c.

any point belcx, the curve as a level of output where
there are unemployed resources.
and point above the curve as unattainable for an
economy 7ith its present quantity and quality of
productive resources.
any move along the curve as involvIn,: :riving; up
vnits of
units of one tyoe of good in order to
another type of ,!;cod.

d.

any upward shift in the curve as representin an
increase In the quantity an- or quality of producti,4C
resources.
conomic Questions.

17.

List nnd explain the Five Fundamental

18.

explain how other economic systems answer the Five Fundamentrtj
Questions.

19.

List the categories of economic resources.

20.

List and define the four factors of production (land, labor,
capital and entrepreneurship).

21.

Given a problem involvin,, limited resources And alternative
uses for these resources, students shall demonstrate the need
''or economizing.

22.

Differentiate between real (opportunity) cost rand money costs.

23.

Identify the real cost of producing more cnits of a product
as the alternative products foregone.

24.

Distinguish between capital goods (man-made resources used in
the production of other goods and services) and consumer soo0.Y
(products and services used directly to satisfy human wants).

25.

Differentiate between production and productivity, enumeratimi
that the former refers to the creation of goods and services '
which satisfy human wants and that the latter is concerned
with the rate of output per unit of input.

26.

Explain the law of increasin; cost.

27.

Define cconouics.

28.

Describe the basic economic problem.

29.

I2:xpl9.in what is meant by 'economizin-" our resources.

30.

11.31ate the production possibilities curve to other eoonoMic
systems.
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31.

Differentinto wtweel nneH Myed nn ,1 unde-employed.

32.

Define laissez-faire.

33.

Explain optimuin product-tLi
a proble y!

and explain why it is not purely

of economics.

34.

Define "entrepreneur''
preneur.

35.

List an' explain t:le characteristics or institutions of pure
capitalism.

36.

Identify col:petitic.P, the profit motive, -nd market prices
as the essential el'i:.ents of a maret system.

37.

Differentiate between mprket and command economic systems,
recognizin r that the latter is characterized by the allocatio
of resources accordinr to an economic plan developed by some

the functions of the entre-

controllirv; a;--ency.

38.

Ientify consumer demand as the major determinant of the typc
zncl quantity of goods produced in a market system.

39.

Identify economic 7fficiency in production of goods a.nd
services "s the least cost combination in terms productive
resources required.

40.

Identify profits as the basic incentive for effecient production and as he reward to entrepreneurs for respondin
to
consumer demands.

41.

Explain w'iy the distribution of income depends on the amount
an,' productivity of resources owned by individuals.

42.

Analyze anr' list tho effect::: of increased consumer soendinc;

for a particulr product.
43.

Identify increased production from a given quantity of productive resources as the logical consequence of improved
technology.

44.

Compare and contrast the current U.S. economic system to a
"pure' market system in terms of competition, free market
prices, and government expendituresand control.

45.

Identify the major function of the entrepreneur as organizing
the other factors of production in the most efficient manner
to produce those ,soods demanded by consumers in the market
place.

46.

Identify an unequal iistribution of income as a logical consequence of the market system.
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47.

48.

Lientify cc potiti
in p mr.ret system.

r1.1,1

.;cif-interes r,

tho vjor ori_crnizerf

Identify the real cost cf a junior cllee educ'tion as the
carnin7,s rnd leisure tilix activities fore; one.

49.

ExplPin how cur modern capit-IliEm differs from pure capitaltEm.

50.

Define mixed capitalism.

51.

List anl exolain the characteristics or institutionr that n7
essential to all modern economics.

52.

live an illustration of the ao.alcation of specialization.

53.

Give three advantages of specialization.

54,

List and explain, usin

illustrrtions, the functions of

money.

consisting

55.

Identify the money supply cf the United states
of coins, currency, and checking deposits.

56.

Recognize and identify the functionr.l utility of money as a
medium of exchane, a unit of account, a store of value, and
a measure of value.

57.

Given a list of money transTctions, students will be able to
identify the functional I'Lc-3 of money in each situation.

5n.

Explain and illustrrte by a sketch tle circular flow of wealth.

59.

Jie able to distin:uish betwee=n

60.

Define absolute and comprrative aC.vantaife.

61.

Relate seecialization to the efficient alloc,-tion of scarce
resources.

62.

Differentiate between real flows and money flows in regard
to the circular flow model.

63.

Shol the effect of savin,s and business investment on the
circular flow.

64.

Show the effect of taxes and government spending on the
circular flow.

65.

Explain ''des.-nand4 end ''changes in deiland.°

66.

Explain "supply" and "changes in supply."

67.

Explain how sup,.)ly and demand determine marXet

product and factor flows.

68.

Exnlain the interrelation'Thip betwnen scarcity and substitution.

69.

Explain hm, the price system answers the five Fundamentnl
Questions.

70.

Define "dollar votes" and consumer sverei7,nty.

71.

Give the basic arguments for an

72.

Describe the major deviations of the price systepi cif Americ-!
capitalism from the economist's model price system.

73.

Define functional and rersonal distribution of income.

74.

Describe how the relative share of the functional cntegories
has varied with time.

75.

Differentiate between Rbsclute an.:t relative shares.

76.

Describe how income is distributed anon's households.

77.

Describe hol:' relative shares of personal income soinc; for
taxes, consur2ption expenditures and savings has varied with

ngr.inst the price system.

time.
78.

Differentiate between flo,7s and stocks of personal savinss.

79.

Distinguish between durable and nondurable goods.

80.

Explain the re son for greater variability in the demand
for durable :nods than in the del:and for nondurable ,00ds.

81.

Differentiate between "pure capitalism" and "mixed capitalism

82.

Give and explain the functions of government that tend to
strensthen an facilitate the operation of the: price system.

83.

Give and explain the fnnctions of ;overnment that supplement
and modify the operation of the price system.

84.

Differentiate between "social costs" and "privaec,e costs,"
between "social revenues" and "private revenues."

85.

Differentiate between "'1.1visibTe" and "indivisible' goods.
Give illustratie-1::, of each.

86.

Describe the major obstacles that have a bearing on the
government's effectiveness in carryin7 out its economic
functions.

87.

',Explain the fallacy of limited decisions.
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rnd industry.

88.

Distinguish prIon

89.

Explain the IJeonin.,
prupri(Aorship, partnership,
and corporation, in terms of nunl.)or of firms, size of firms,
number of vTners, rnd tho exter', of the a:morn liability for
debts of the firm.

90.

Describe the relationship to the company of common stock-

fin:"

holders, bond holders nrid preferrer:: stockholders.
91.

Describe the absolute and relative chancres in government
spending and taxation.

92.

Give and describe the major tp-! el-ssific:Itions of the

govenment sector.
93.

Give and describe the major expenditure classific'Itionn of
the fj,cvernment.

94.

Be able to list, explain and identify the main eleroents in thr
U. S. budget.

95.

Be Able to distinguish between the crsh budc-,et and the administrative buduet, tell *111:,.t ech is, ;,hat IL contains, and 11;i,
it differs fro!) the other.

96.

Give the niJor sources of tax receipts of federal ,sovernment
end Indic te the relative ixportance of each.

97.

Give the najor c-.te3ories cf ex,lenditures of the fe'ierr.1
government and the relative i4v)rt,lhoe of e-ch.

98.

Define jtrnnsfer p,v)rnents,'

99.

Define, and o-ive the r-tioncls for interc.overnmental

100.

7escribe whr,t is 1.eant by proressive, ressivo and proportional taxes.

101.

Distinguish between "I)ene,rits received' and 'ability to pay"
principles of taxation. Give an illustration of each.

102.

Exile in why the base used is important in deterninino,

whether taxes are pros:;ive, re xessiva, or proportional.
103.

Explain the meaning; of shifting and incidence of taxes.
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Unit II
students should:
1.

Define the four secIors
(b)

2.
3.

rtovernnent,

(c)

the economy:
(o)
business,
1!.
and (d)
foreirrn.
households,

Exploin the neon for -'nd use of netional income rv.countinr.

iiepert and briefly explain the four reasons why we mcAcure
GNP:
to fInd out -here ,7e are,
we nrc Doing, ond ho'' foot (,7rowth),

(h)
(c)

compare tc Lther economies, and
to lead the economy.

to

)

(d)

to NO oLt

'Her-

:o fnd out ho'l
eteri:.i,ie ho.7 be:A

4.

Define ::,ross nntienol ;)roduct.

5.

Identify the components of an

C.

Identify th.-! components cf and colculrtte net ntional product

7.

erlculntc nrtionel income.

Identify the comnonentL of nrrl c-lcul)te c)ros:: rttionrl
pro,luc t flows.

r,roduct using hot',
R.

Distinuish between t-::c two approaches in determinin

9.

Clcul,,te the 'ros
expenditures.

10.

neticnnl product given ,,hc vnrlous

hepeat the GIP equrtion
rnil

1)e n

the Gil

or the fur types cf expernlitures

to derine each of the sector:. :Ind whit it include-,

GNP = C+ I, + G *
11.

Define e. ch cote.ory of expenditures.

12.

Distin,wisn bete. 11

13.

'rLoLi rnd net privite durstic investment

Differentiate hot,wen the meeninc: of the terms investent e:
used 111

conomics .,111 ns nse,: in iinrnce.

14.

Describe the effect of c.,ringer in inventn,ies or investment.

15.

Define each national inc:me accouhL makin.r up the rcss
nntionnl product.

16.

Cnlculate the vrious nrtionel inewe recounts given the
values of the vrrious cot,.ponents.

17.

rnd
Define the vnrious
the income appronch ih noionnl

n

crte.ories used in
accounting.
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1R.

the (,71,-

1,1';t

inclu,'!;'
(c

..:for cteories of imputed values

in GIT:

(b)

anl (d)

Wac,cs (in kind)

,

VrAue of services of finanela2

in3titutions less interst ipcma of bPnks.
19.

Brea!: the
4';'n into sub-r.ccounts given the values of the
vnrious components.

21.

Explain '.11y national incorc accounts must be adjusted for
price chnnges.

21.

The student !rill understnnd whet a price doClator is:
(a)
Be able to give nn exan,)le of it (fc,rmula
(b)
on rnle
r,nrly a price dcflqtor to a fizure, and
(c)
Jo ,hie tr., compute a price deflator frof- price data.

22.

:2nlculate n price inoex 7,1ven rcicvent data.

23.

Aidl,Ist c;CP for chnfles i,

24.

:;;xpinin the reanin

-'rice lev?1.

of "double counting" in calculatim^, the

output of the econmy.
25.

Define hcn productive trr)uJactior- and st-to 17hy they ore
oxclude i.

26.

fro!, the GNP.

Be able to list nnd define the 6 wjor cnte.lories of things
left out of measured GCP:
(a)
von-uarit.et trnnsnctions
(b)
of leisure,
(c)
inproved product quality,
(d)

Capit-1 r;nins nndlosses,

aols,

(f)

(e)
irt:nr,nctionS in existing
illQgnl transac',:ions.

2 ?.

Describe the an,jor shortcomin:c of the GNP as a measure of
nationnl econemic -01i-hein-.

").

Describe the relationship: bet'i,een s)eiv'in,'!,, employment, and

price 1/el.
2).

Describe the Pffect of an there. :e in the demand for ..roods
nr,: services Hurin
n period of unemployment.

30.

Distin,7uish bet.4eAl 1)ottlenec!, inflation andFure or Oem-.nd-

pull InflTtion.

'deflation.

31,

Define "inflation''

32.

Expilin the effects of inflation on the 'istribution of current ine:ne.

53.

Expinin the effects of inflation on the distributiou of
''enith (i.c., aoc.,Imulated snvinrs.)

34.

Define hyperinflntion.
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35.

Write an a.nalysis of the effect of serious deflation or
unemployment, include a discussion of both economic and nonLconomic costs.

36,

Define creeping inflation and give the major arguments for
and against it.

37.

Name and describe: the pha.,T.c.; of the business cycle.

38.

Give a brief history of b'asiness cycles since World Jar I,
include the contributory events attributed to the major c,yulc5,

39.

State the major business cycles theories.

40.

Describe the three major types of business cycles as to the
length, severity, and cause.

41.

State briefly Say's Law.

42.

Contrast the classical and Keynesi,in econoiLics.

43.

Explain hour the failcy of composition undermined classical
economic theory.

44,

Define private investment expenditures.

45,

State the determinants of investment spending and briefly
explain how each effects investment spending,

46.

Given savings anf. investment schedules, construct savings and
investment graph.

47.

Given e. change in the savings schedule (either increase or
decrease) indicate the chan,;e on the graph instructed clhove.

48.

Give the major reasons for instability of investment and a
brief explanation of each.

49,

Be able to explain the difference between induced and autonoino:.;
spending.

50.

Be able to identify autonomus factors that influence investrent spendinrr.

51.

:Be able to identify Income as the important factor determininj
the level of consumption spending.

52.

Be a'ile to identify the propensity to consume given an income
and consumption schedule.

53.

Be able to identify and explain the r.Jrginal propensity to
consume ,given an income and investment scnedule.

54.

Be able to identify total investment spending plus total
consumer spending as r,.ggregate demand, assuming there is no
government.

55.

Be able to identify investment as an injection int) the in-

ewe flow.
56.

Be able to iclentify savings as a leakage from the income flew

57.

Be able to identify equilibrium income where savings and
investment are equal.

58.

Be able to identify equilibrium as the same gross national
product.

59.

Be able to explain tle Immediate effect on income when new
autonomous investment is injected into the income flow.

60.

(.1iven the marginal propensity to consume, be able to explain
how new spending injected into the income flow can have a
multiple effect on the le'Yel of income.

61.

Be able to identify 1 divided by 1 - mpc as the formula for
finding the multiple effect.

62.

Be able to calculate the multiplier given the mpc or mps.

63.

Given the mpc and a change in spending, be able to calculate
a new level of equilibrium income.

64.

Explain the relationship of consumption expenditures and
savings to disposa:Nle income.

65.

Construct a graph of a consumption-saving schedule.

66.

Define the consumption function and the savings function.

67.

Define the average propensity to consume and average propersity to save.

68.

Given a consumption schedule, determine the marginal propensities to :onsume and save.

69.

Given a savings schedule, determine the marginal propensity
to save.

70.

Explain the purpose of the 450 curve used in conjunction with
the expenditures curve.

71.

Distinguish between, and illustrate on a graph, the effect of
a change in the amount consumed and a change in the consumption schedule.
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List !".1T1 explain the non-income determinants of consumption

am saving.
73.

Define the equilibrium level of NNP.

74.

Given aggregate demand and aggregate supply schedules construct a graph and indicate the equilibrium level of NNP.

75.

Given cavings and investment schedule construct a graph and
indicate the equilibrium level of NNP.

76.

Distinguish between planned investment and actual investment.

77.

Given any marginal propensity to consume, or save, calculate
the multiplier.

78.

Using the multiplier, calculate the change in equilibrium
income as a result of a given chanGe in aggregate demand,

79.

Using the multiplier, calculate the changes in equilibrium
income as a result of a given change in investment; a given
change in savings.

80.

Explain the significance of the multiplier effect.

81.

Explain the pccelerptor principle.

82.

Explain the cause and significance of the up-sloping investment curve.

83.

Explain the effect that the accelerator principle, or induccinvestment has on income.

84.

Describe the effect of the multiplier and accelerator during
periods of revival or expansion and during periods of contortion of the eonomy.

85.

Explain and demonstrate, using a grapn, the paradox of thrift

86.

Show on 4 gralth and explain the meaninp: of the deflationary
gap.

87.

Show on a graph and explain the meaning of the inflationary
gap.

88.

Explain the effect on the economy if householders attempt to
increase their rate of savings during a period of recession.

89.

Show the relationship between the level of employment and
changes in the amount of spending.

90.

Define Fiscal Policy.
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Be able to distingusih between the two anti-cyclical devices
monetary and fiscal policy.

92.

Be aware of the two facets of fiscal policy -- expanding or
contracting spending in the public sector or in the private
sector through raising or lowering tax rates.

93.

Be able to differentiate between discretionary fiscal policy
and built-in stabilizing fiscal policy.

9.

Understand that an increase in government spending has a
multiplied effect on the economy as does an increasain investment.

95.

Describe the responsibility given the Federal Government as r
result of the 7:mployment Act of 1946.

96.

Understand that it is only since 1946 that the government has
been officially committed to maintaing full employment and
price stability.

97.

Show on a graph, and calculate using the multiplier, the
effect of changes in government spending and government taxes
on equilibrium income.

98.

Demonstrate, using a graph, the effect on an increase, and
a reduction, of personal incollie tax on equilibrium income.

99.

Define discretionary and nondiscretionary fiscal policy.

100.

Explain the balanced budget multiplier.

101.

State the two fiscal powers of the government that are the
basis of its fiscal policy.

102.

Describe the use of fiscal poers against recessions and
unemployment.

103.

Give and explain the major tools of nondiocretionary fiscal
policy.

104.

Explain the meaning of built-in stabilizers in relation to
nondiscretionary fiscal policy.

105.

State various expenditure policies that might be used to
counteract unemployment and describe the merits of each.

106.

State and explain two important problems connected with the
use of fiscal policy.

107.

Explain the effect of tax cuts vs increased spending in
counteracting unemployment.
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108.

Describe some of the uajor practical problems to stabilizing
the economy.

109.

Explain the problems of timing and politics on short run
flexibility.

110.

Explain the unemployment-inflation dilemma via aggregate
supply and demand (total spending on vertical real output
on horizontal).

111.

Realize the trade off probleN between price stability and a
high level of employment represented by such devices as the
Phillips curve so that he realizes that fiscal policy must IDE
tempered by where one wishes to be on this trade off.

112.

Have a realization that the basic obstacles to discretionary
fiscal policy effectiveness are political rather than economi
- i.e.
raise taxes in an election year.

113.

Understand that to carry out discretionary fiscal policy the
government must unbalance its own budget to balance the econol

114.

Realize that the effectiveness of fiscal policy depends upon
a correct analysis of where the economy is on the economic
cycle.

115.

Distinguish between the two types of automatic stabilizers
personal and corporate income taxes and government transfers
and subsidies an describe how they mitigate fluctuations in
the economy.

116.

fie able to criticrlly appraise the relative advantages of the
use of tax rate manipulation and govermlent spending change t
bring a desired effect into the economy.

117.

Realize tbat because of tie higher Inultiplied value of government spendinz that a spending and tax rate increase of the
s -me amount will have an expansionary effect on the economy
and be able to correctly label this as the balanced budget
multiplier.

118.

Be able to discuss the validities of the three theories of
balancing the buJget as the annually balanced budget, the
cyclically balanced budget and the budget balancd only at
full emnleyment.

119.

Be aware of the oroblems of fiscal drag
surplus in the economy.

and full employment
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Gain a comprehension of wh.t is meant by the burden of the
debt, for instance:
(a)

(b)

(c)

If the -lebt is greing but GNP is growing more
rapidly, the debt as a percentage of GNP is becoming less and less.
The burden of the debt is in terms of foregone production today -- not tomorrow as long as it is
domestically held.
Private debt is rising more rapidly than public
debt.

121.

Be aware of the disadvantaes of a large national debt, for
instance:
(a)

Destruction of growth incentive if a large portion
of taxes must be used to pay the interest on the
debt.

(b)

Conflict tith monetary policy if a large amount of
a deficit is financed through sale of bonds.

122.

Recognize the unstablizing effect of c!langes in government
spending due to external involve2ent such as the Viet Nam war

123.

Give and --;xplain the three budget philosophies.

124.

Explain the effects of annual and cyclicP.11y balPnced budgets
attempts to control inflation Pnd deflation.

125.

Differentipte between internal Pnd external debtor public
and orivate debt.

126. Ste and describe several common objections to a large
national debt.
127.

Give the events that were the major cause of a large national
debt.

128.

ExplP,in the meanin-, of dr3bt burden.

129.

Give ne major :,(INTFultP,:es, if any, of a public debt,

130.

Describe the relationshiD between the imtional debt and
GNP since 1930.

-16Unit III
Students should:
1.

Explain the functions of money.

2.

List different items that have been used for money, and to
explain the basis of U.S. money.

3.

Distinguish between the two types of money we use.

4.

Give the major classifications of U.S. currency past and
present.

5.

Identify t-le desirable qualities of money in terms of
portability, durability, divisibility, acceptability, and
controlled issuance.

6.

Be able to identify the three alternatives for money.
(a)
(b)
(c)

Hold it
To spend on goods
To lend or invest it

7.

The able to identify, justify and explain why people hold
(the answer rust include the idea that money allows
money.
an indivi-Jual to economize on the cost of exchange)

8.

Be able to state and briefly explain the three separate demands for money.
(a)
(b)
(c)

9.

Transactions
Precautionary
Speculative

Identify "value in exchange" as leaning "purchasing power,"
or what money can buy.

10.

Recognize that the physical form of money is of little
importance in determing purchasing power.

11.

Recognize that gold and silver have little effect on the
quantity or purchasing power of the United States money
supply.

12.

Identify checking deposits !s being the most important form
of money in use in the United States today.

13.

Recognize that checking deposits have several advantages over
other forms of money in terms of convenience, security, and
record keeping.
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14.

Distinguish betueen full bodied money and token (fiat) money.

15.

Explain the I;eanin7 of "redeemable" and '°irredeemable" in
regard to currency.

16.

Define "near-monies."

17.

List the most common types of near-monies.

18.

Be able to define and identify or give some examples of near
monies.

19.

Be able to define the term "money supply."

20.

Explain the "backing" for our currency.

21.

Be able to briefly define each of the following, including
some of their primary functions:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Commercial bank
Investment bank
1:lutual savings bank

Savings.and loan institution

22.

Identify commercial banks as the financial institutions which
offer checking account services.

23.

Identify the Federal Reserve System as the government agency
regulating most commercial bank activity.

24.

Identify the purposes of the Federal Reserve System in terms
of controlling the supply of money, providing cPrrency, acting as a system clearin house, auditing: bank records, and
controlling creclit conditions.

25,

necognize that reserves in excess of required reserves can
be used to extend credit and thereby create demand deposits.

26.

Identify the Fed °s ability to regulate the amount of required
reserves as a method of controlling the supply of checkbook
money or emand deposits.

27.

Explain the reasoning behind the twelve Federal Heserve tanks

28.

Describe the structure and organization of the Federal Resery
System.

29.

List and explain the Functions of the Federal deserve System.

30.

Be able to list and explain the 5 functions of the Federal
i'eserve system.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(c)

member bank reserves
Furnish currency for circulation
Clearing and collecting checks
Supervisin3 member banks
Acts as fiscal agent for the federal government.
(7)
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Describe th
co7wittee.

32.

Describe the organization and function of the Federal Advisory'Committee.

33

Given the following glossary of terms, identify the correct
definition for each terms
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)
(g)

organiz.ntion and functions of the open-market

Asset - property and claims against others.
Liability - claims others have against you.
Check - a written order instrrcting a bank to pay
money drawn on a cl.eposit account payable on demand.
Commercial Bank - a financial institution accepting
deposits transferable by check, and performing
other financial services.
- a sum added to an account through deposit.
Debit - a charge against a bank account deposit.
DemandDeposit - checking accounts payable upon
demand.

(h)

Time Deposit - savings accounts which earn interest.
but are not subject to withdrawal by check.

34.

Identify commercial bnnks as businesses concerned with the
savin,;, spending, and borrowin3 activities of the community.

35.

Identify lending with interest as the prime earning activity
of the commercial brink.

36.

Identify required reserves as that portion of demand or time
deposits which must be held idle, and crnnot be used to
extend credit to those who want to borrow.

37.

Explain what is meant by reserves, excess reserves, required
reserves.

38.

Explain the meaning and use of fractional reserves.

39.

Explain what is meant by
on tie banks involved.

40.

Describe ho',
money.

41.

Define demand deposits.

42.

Distinguish betreen demand deposits and time deposits.

check clearing" and give the effect,

the extent, a commercial bank can create
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43.

State the effects of the following trrnsections on a commercial bank's balance sheet:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

a commercial bank making a loan
a cash deposit in a commercial bank
a deposit of a check drawn on another bank
a deposit of a check drawn on the same bank
the effect of a cash withdrawl.

44.

Describe the function of the legal reserve requirement.

45.

Given an increase or decrease in the percentar;e of required
reserves that commercial banks must maintain, be able to
identify the impact of this change on money and credit condition.

46.

Identify a multiple effect of such a change on the entire
banking system.

47.

Identify open. market operationt-, as Federal Reserve activity

involving the purchase or sale of assets (government securities) in the open market in order to affect the supply
of credit.
48.

Given either an open market sale or purchase of government
securities by the Fed, be able to identify the immediate
impact on bank reserves, and the multiple impact on the
banking system.

49.

Given such a change in the reserve position of commercial
banks, specify the likely effect on bank lending, the money
supply, aril interest rates.

50.

Explain the meaning of adverse clearing balances and the
effect it has on e bank's al)ility to expend credit.

51.

Distinguish between the functions of savings banks and commercial banks.

52.

Explain the money creating powers of the bank system as a
whole.

53.

be able to determine the
Given the reserve requirement,
amount of money the banking system can create.

54.

Give some causes of leakages that dampen the money creating
potential of the commercial banking system.

55.

Explain holT the Federal Reserve Board carry out their check
clearing function.

56.

Define monetary policy.
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57.

Explain in general ho" the Federal Deserve is able to effect
the level of employment And income.

58.

Give a consolidated balance sheet .'or Federal Reserve Bonds.

59.

Give and explain the major "tool" of quantitative monetary
controls.

60.

Explain the meaning of rediscount rate.

61.

Identify the "discount rate" as the interest rate the Fed
charges when commercial banks borrow reserves from the Fed.

62.

Identify increases in the discount rate as a signal that the
Fed would like to restrict credit, and decreases in the discount rate as meaning that the Fed would like to increase
the supply of credit.

63.

Identify changes in the discount rate as having an effect on
the cost of credit to all borrowers.

64.

Be able to list and identify and explain the five major
weapons of the Federal Reserve in carl'ying out the functions
of a central bank:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Open Market operations
Rediscount rate
ChanginL7 reserve requirements
Selective credit controls (now only stock margin
requirements)
Direct pressure or moral suasion

65.

Given the three main policy tools of the Fed, identify the
descending order of flexible and effective usefulness to be
1) open market operations, 2) reserve requirement changes
3)
discount rate changes.

66.

Distinguish between quantitative anr: qualitative controls.

67.

Trace the effect on the supply of money when the Federal
Reserve buys or sells government bcnds from commercial banks;
fror individuals.

68.

Explain how Reserve Banks° credit can effect the supply of
money.

69.

Explain the meaninr: and use of Federal Funds.

70.

Define qualitative monetary controls.

71.

Give the major qualitative controls and explain how they
might effect the level of economic activity.
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72.

Describe the effect of tre:,sury gold transaction on the
supply of money.

73.

Describe the use and rel,Alve efiectivonera of mnnotary nuntrols,

74.

Identify monetary oolicy as the Fed °s use of monetary tools
to affect credit conditions and therefore the level of total
spending in the economy.

75.

Give the equation for the quantity theory of money. iN=Pt.

76.

3e able to define the variables n t1

77.

Be able to predict changes in any one of the variables of
the quantity theory of money given the others.

78.

Be able to list and explain the assumptions of the classical
model.
(a)
(b)

quantity theory of money

Flexible wa!;es and prices
S=I at a positive r.

79.

Be able to explain in a paragraph how our economy differs
from the classicn1 model.

80.

Be able to list and explain K.eynes' major contributions
(departures from the classical theory)
(a)
(b)
(c)

Consum,?tion function-multiplier
Liquidity trap-soeculative demand for money
Inflexible wages and prices.

81.

Identify the goals of monetary policy to be: price stability
economic stability and growth, and full employment of productive resources.

82.

Identify any of the following Fed actions to be effective in
countering inflation: 1) raisins reserve requirements,
2) selling government securities, 3) raisin7, the discount
rates.

83.

Identify any of the followin Fed actions as being appropriat
to increase demand to counter a recession: 1) lowering
reserve requirements, 2) buying government securities,
3) lowerin3; discount rates.

84.

Identify the main effects of monetary oolicy on thz spending
components of GNP, and its uneven impact.

f35.

Identify the limited effectiveness of monetary policy in
controlling the level of total spending in the economy.
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86.

De eble to, identify ';he Diverse relatienship 1)etween the
price level an: the eurcheeine power of eoney.

87.

Knoe.! ond be -1)3e7 to list on: explain the three means used in
"cafe.'
this country
':eee
(a)
(b)
(c)

eeeulation of benk formation end act!vity.
Formation of the Federel :reserve system.
Government insurance of deposits.

88.

Give some of the shortcotlings of monetary policy.

89.

De able to give a brief summary of the record of the F. 2.
in its attempts to stabilize the economy during; the 1 c;e0'c
and after ,N II.

90.

Explain what is meant by ''moral suasion."

91.

Be able to identify which of the Goals of monetary policy may
be conflictin( and briefly state why.

92.

Given situations wheee any of the four goals of monetary
policy ere not being achieve( the student will be able to
identify the neeropriate monetary policy to pursue to achieve
the objective.
(Ch -.noes bathe supply of n.oney and/or
interest rater:, up or down.)

93.

Given chaneine real output, be Able to designate the
appropriate monetary policy to eursue to meintain a stable
Price level.

94.

Be eb1e to describe the '.ay in ehicn changes in the interest
rale will affect investrent,ard explain why this is so.
(Investment is explained in terms of a 'lemend curve for
investment, w'lich is neeetively sloeed.)

95.

Semearize the theory of employment graphically, esiee the
aegregate deeandaggreeete supply appronch. -Mow in deLail
how monetary and fiscal policies mieeet effect the verious
components of ag6-reeate lemend.

96.

Realize that increased .cmernelent expenditures on "essential'
collective goods switches the emphasis from consumer to
citizen sovereienty.

97.

de able to identify criteria for a good tax system as:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Justice
Adequacy of yield
Flexibility of yield
Stability of yield
Neutral in effect
Lou cost of aeeinistrrtion
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98.

Be conversant with different philosophies of administrating
the tax burden benefit received and ability to pay principle.

99.

Be able to analyze various taxes as to the relationship between the tax base and tax rate and classify them as progressive, rer;ressive or proportional.

100.

Realize the problem of shifting and incidence of a tax the
persen who obstensibly pays the tax may shift the burden to
someone else.

101.

Be able to name and evaluate the major taxes from the critera
listed above (personal 1.come tax, corporate income tax,
sales, pror)erty, special -gas tax, etc.).

102.

Be aware of the fiscal plight of state and local governments
Rnd suggestion for tax reform such as Heller's revenue
sharing plan (the disadvantages of a tax system that does
not grow with the economy).

103.

Be able to identi,y econcrAc growth as an increase in per
capita GNP over tine.

104.

Given r list of econonic 'vents, be able to identify those
which contribute to economic n;rowt..

105.

9e able to correctly identify the changes that must take
place in the nation's nnticnal output, rate of population
growth, and per capita output if a higher standard of living
is to take place.

106.

Be able to identify per capita output measures in terms of
the national income accounts.

107.

Identify the level of total spending in the econory as a
prime deters inapt of the level of econo.,..ic activity.

108.

Identify total spending; os a key doterminant of economic
growth.
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Unit IV.

Student shall:
1.

Define cconomic growth, and relate it to the production possibilities curve,

2.

Distinguish between real GNP and real per capita income, and'.
indicate the circumstances under which they are appropriate
measures of economic growth.

3.

List and explain the major reasons why economic growth is
importc.nt.

4.

State three problems related to measuring economic growth,

5.

Explain how "capacity" and capacity utilization have a bearing on economic growth.

6.

Differentiate between permissive and implementing factors
of economic growth.

7.

List four permissive factors and explain how their quantity
and quality affect economic growth.

8.

List three implementing factors and explain how they. affect
economic growth,

9.

Define demand-pL1] inflation.

10.

Describe cost-push inflation.

11.

Describe structural inflation.

12.

Explain "productivity rule" as a policy to combat the new
inflation.

13.

Describe the paradox of the "new inflation."

14.

Relate the production possibilities curve to the costs
economic growth.

15.

Economic growth reql.,ires some resource realloc-tion.
the meaning of this, and give an illustration.

16.

Define structural unemployment.

17.

Explain how structural unemployment is related to economic
growth.

18.

Describe the factors that tend to caseate distressed areas,
acid explatn why a growing economy alone may not resolve
the problem,

Explain
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19.

Describe and evaluate some of the proposed remedies for
distressed areas.

20.

Give arguments for and against accelerating our growth rate.

21.

List and explain three policies necessary to accelerate our
rate of growth.
Give the meaning of social imbalance.

23.

Explain why social imbalance is considered an economic
problem.

24.

Explain Wagner's Law.

25.

Give and explain the major factors that affect the expansion
of the supply of social goods.

26.

Define 'underdeveloped nations."

27.

Describe some of the problems involved in defining underdeveloped countries.

28.

Describe the viewpoint of 'underdeveloped nations and of
advanced nations toward the economic circumstances of underdeveloped nations,

29.

Explain the "vicious circle of poverty" and explain why it
is difficult to break.

3c.

Describe the requirements necessary to break the 'poverty
barrier."

31.

Be c ?le to give and define the three stages of economic
preconditions for take-off, b) take-off, and
a)
growth:
drive to maturity.
c)

32.

Be able to give and explain the necessary preconditions for:
relatively stable govt, c)
educable and
take-off,
b)
mobile labor force, d) control over population,
incentives for efficient work, f) entrepreneurial
e)
natural resources.
talent, g)
capital (savings),
h)
a)

33.

Explain the meaning of critical minimum effort.

34.

Explain the meaning of "population explosion" and how it
affects underdeveloped countries economically.

35.

Explain "take -off" as it relates to economic growth of underdeveloped economies.

-)6.

Explain the meaning of balanced andunbalanced growth in relation to underdeveloped economies.
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Describe the programs inaugurated by the United States to
aid the underdeveloped nations.

38.

Describe the proposed "Key Countries" approach, and give
its merits and weaknesses.
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Unit I.

Students shoulds
1.

Define Macroeconomics and microeconomics.

2.

Relate the fallacy of composition to the study of Macro and
Micro economics.

3.

Relate the Five Fundamental Questions to Macro and Micro
economics.

4,

Give the characteristics of each of the four basic market
models.

5.

Contrast pure competition with imperfect competition.

6.

Equate the market structures and their characteristics on
the buyergs side of the market with those on the sellers
side.

7.

Explain the meaning md give illustrations of interindustry
competition.

8.

Describe how geographic location may have a bearing on the
degree of competition among firms.

9.

Give the determinants of market structures.

10.

Explain the role each of the above determinants play in
shaping the various market structures,

11.

Give firms or industries that illustrate the above.

12.

Describe the two outstanding institutional characteristics
of the Soviet economy as an example of the command economy,

13.

Describe in detail the major problems associated with central
planning.

14.

Describe the controlling techniques used in the Soviet
economy.

15.

Identify Input - Output analysis as the primary technique of
central planning.

16.

Distinguish between gross output, final demand, and intermediate demand in an Input-Output matrix aggregated to the
level of sectors.

17.

Describe the general structure of the input-output table.
-1-
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18.

Given a change (increase or decrease) in the output of one
sector, trace the initial effect on the other sectors.

19.

Describe in general further adjustments that would result
from above.

20.

Describe the ?ole of prices in the command system.

21.

Describe the rate and extent of economic rrowth of the Soviet
economy.

22.

Describe the major factors that contribute to the Soviet
economy°s growth rates.

23.

Describe the major factors that may result in a slowing
down of the growth rate.

24.

Describe the major factors that may result in a sustained
or increased rate of growth.

25.

Compare and contrast the command economy and the market
economy in determining or solving the Five Fundamental
Questions.

26.

Demonstrate that the value of goods in a market economy is
expressed in terms of prices.

27.

Recognize that two interacting forces determine price, i.e.,
supply and demand.

28.

Define demand.

29.

Construct a demand curve from a demand schedule and explain
the down slope of the curve.

30.

Equate demand in terms of a schedule, a curve, and a mathematical equation.

31.

Distinguish between individual demand and aggregate or
market demand.

32.

Give the determinants of demand and relate them to a single,
stationr'ry demand curve.

33.

Explain the meaninrr of "change in demand."

34.

Be able to explain how changes in income effect the demand
curve.

35.

Be able to explain how changes in tastes effect the demand
curve.

36.

Be able to explain how changes in the prices of complimentary
and substitute goods effect the demand curve.
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Demonstrate on a graph the effect of a change in demand, a
change in product price.

38.

Explain the meaninF7 of a change in quantity demanded.

39.

Define supply.

40.

Explain the meaning of a supply schedule.

41.

Construct a supply curve from a supply schedule and explain
the up slope of the curve.

42.

Distinguish between positive and negative curves.

43.

Be able to demonstrate the principle of diminishing returns.

44.

Identify the basic factors influencing costs of production
as the prices of ftctors of production and technology.

45.

Be able to explain ana demonstrate how changes in costs of
production effect the supply grc.ph.

46.

Explain fully the meaning of change in "supply" and change
in "quantity supplied," and describe the effect of each on
the supply curve.

47.

Give the determinants of supply and relate them to a single
stationary supply curve.

48.

Explain how the interaction of demand and supply determine
market price,

49.

Define market equilibrium.

50.

Explain what is meant by the "rationing function of prices."

51.

Describe the effect on market price both verbally and graphically when demand increases or decreases; likewise with
changes in supply.

52.

Equate the demand and supply concepts to the resource market.

53,

Define el,,sticity of demand.

54.

Given a demand schedule, determine the coefficient of demand
and give the rules of determining whethrr demand is elastic,
inelastic or unitary.

55.

Given a derand schedule, determine the coefficient of
elasticity of demand using the original prices and quantity;
the final price and quantity and the mid-points formula.

56

.

Explain in detail the importance of the elasticity concept.
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57.

Determine the aln.sticity of ''errand using the total revenue
test.

58.

Give the rules for determining elasticity of demand when
using the total-revenue test.

59.

Give the advantages and disadvantages of the total-revenue
test.

60,

Give the dangers of using the graphic appearance of the
demand curves to determine elasticity.

61.

Give the determinants of elasticity of demand.

62.

Describe how elasticity of supply is determined.

63.

Give the determinants of elasticity of supply.

64.

Given a supply schedule calculate the coefficient of
1y using the original price and. quantity;
elasticity of
the mld-point formula.

65.

Explain and illustrate graphically the effect the time
period may have on elasticity of supply.

66.

Explain the effect of administrated or legal prices on
market equilibrium.

67.

Given supply and demand situations, be able to graph in
price ceilings and price floors.

68.

With price ceilings and floors, be able to indicate prices
which will prevail, quantities which will be offered for
sale and resulting surpluses or shortages.

69.

Be able to give examples of non-monetary discrimination.

70.

Be able to give examples of non-monetary discrimination
(i.e., that
which would be appropriate in given situations.
which you would expect to see with given price floors or
ceilings in markets for particular products.)

71.

Be able to explain what is meant by the all or nothing
characteristics of competition by personal characteristics.

72.

Be able to explain verbally or show graphically the extent
to which price ceilings or floors reduce the reallocation
of goods.

73.

Be able to define and explain rationing.

74.

Be able to explain how rationing attempts to allocate goods
and services and in what ways it is or may be ineffective
or inequitable.
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75.

Know and be able to explain the results of effective restrictions on free pricings
a.
b.
c:

distribution depends more heavily on non-market
phenomena.
the rec,aized extent of mutually advantageous exchange is reduced.
wealth is transferred from owners to those who get
the goods,

76.

Be able to give examples of price floors and price ceilings
imposed in our economy.

77.

Illustrate the above using a graphic presentation of supply
and demand.

78.

Explain and illustrate graphically the demand curve, and
indicate the degree of elasticity of demand, faced by the
individual seller in a purely competitive market structure;
in an imperfectly competitive market structure.

79.

Define total, avera:_e and marginal revenue.

80.

Explain and illustrate graphically total, average, and
marginal revenue for the purely competitive seller; for
imperfectly competitive seller.

81.

Explain the meaning of cross elasticity of demand.

82.

Explain and give illustrations of "complementary" and
"competitive" demands.

83.

Explain the meaning of income elasticity.

84.

Calculate the coefficients of income and cross elasticity.

85.

Explain the significance of the coefficient of income and
cross elasticity.

86.

Describe some applications of cross and income elasticity.

87.

State the law of diminishing marginal utility.

88.

Relate diminishing marginal utility to the law of demand.

89.

Explain the concept of "budget restraint."

90.

Explain the utility-maximizing rule.

91.

Predict the changes in demand curves as a result of a change
in any one of the following ceteris paribus conditions:
a,
b.
c.

tastes
number of consumers
income of consumers
(not just money)

d.
e.
f.
g.

prices of related goods
(complements-substitutes)
prices of all other goods
future expectations
technology

92,

Given a newspaper article about an economic event or situation
write down the assumptions the writer is making about the
present conditions of supply and demand.

93.

Given a newspaper article about a current economic situation or condition, reduce the writer's statement to one
set of demand and supply curves and state verbally whether
or not his statements are T'Tarranted based on this analysis,
and if not, why not.

Optional Unit I Supplement
1.

Briefly describe the farm problem both from the long run-and short run point of view.

2.

Give and explain the major causes of the farm problem.

3.

Show graphically the cause of the long run farm problem;
the short run farm problem.

4.

State major arguments present to justify the need for farm
aid.

5.

Explain the concept of parity.

6.

Explain the case of the years 1910 - 1914 as a base period.

7.

Describe the price support program and show graphically the
results.

8.

Describe the major method of disposing of farm surplus and
the problems associated with each.

9.

Describe the methods of restricting farm production and the
problems associated wit each.

10.

Evaluate the farm programs bat3rms of its alleviation of
basic causes.

11.

Describe and evaluate oroposed positive programs for
agriculture.

12.

Be able to construct indifference curves from consumptionsubstitution ratios and endowments.

13.

Be able to list the properties of indifference curves.

14.

Be able to draw a unique set of rational indifference curves.

15.

Be able to draw in a budget line (budget or income constraint
line) from incomeand price data and find the point of
maximum available satisfaction.
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16.

Be able to construct or identify indifference curves for
perfect substitutes or perfect complements.

17.

Be able to derive a demand curve for a product from changing
price data and a given set of indifference curves.

18.

Be able to compute or identify the marginal rate of substitution (y for x) from an indifference curve.

19.

Be able to construct the diagramand identify the relative
magnitude of income and substitution effects from given
indifference curves and price and income data.

20.

3e able to explain an indifference curve, what it means, and
how it is related to the individual's consumptionsubstitution ratio.
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Unit II
St.4dents should:
1.

Define cost in its economic sense.

2.

Distinguish between economic costs and accounting costs.

3.

Define and give illustrations of explicit and implicit costs.

4.

Explain the meaning of normal and pure profits.

5 Given a simple example of alternatives, calculate accounting
profits, and economic profits.
6.

Define the short run and long run concepts.

7.

Given a variety of changes that effect the firm °s capacity
or utilization of its capacity, state whether they are long
run or short run changes.

8.

Explain and give an illustration of comparative cost.

9.

State and explain the law of diminishing returns.

10.

Define and show graphically the breakdown of costs of a
firm as they vary with output in both the short run and
long run.

11.

Convert total cost to average costs or per unit costs.

12.

Sketch curves for all costs of the firms.

13.

Define marginal costs.

14.

Explain why MC cuts ATC and AVC at their minimum points.

15.

Given a graph of all cost curves, recoLnize and label all
curves.

16.

Describe and graph the firm's lon

17.

Explain fully the meaning of economy and diseconbmy

run cost curves.

scale.:
18.

Explain the basis for the fact that lonz, run costs are all
variable.

19.

Give the significance of economy and diseconomies of scale.

20.

Give the factors that contribute to economy or diseconomy
of scale.

21.

Given a schedule of price, output and total cost for a
competitive firm, determine whether the firm should produce,
and if so, at *:!hat level.
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Describe short run 2rofit maximizinr, loss minimizing and
shut down situations for R comnetitive firm.

22.

Graph total revenue -- total cost curves for profit maximizing,
loss minimizing and shut clown situations for a competitive
firm.

23.

Describe, verbally and show graphically the morinal ,analysis
of price andoutput for the competitive firm in the short run.

24.

Explain the basis for the 1R = MC approaci to price and
output determination.

25.

Sketch cost and revenue curves for profit maximizing, loss
minimizing, and shut down situations for the competitive
firm in the short run using the NR = iiC approach.

26.

Given a price, output and cost schedule for above, graph
all cost and revenue curves.

27.

Given a problem incorporating fixed and variable costs,
recognize the short-run profit-maximizing decision.

28.

Describe and show graphically the evelopment of the firm's
short-run supply curve.

29.

Describe and show r7ra.phically how the equilibrium price and
output is determined for a single firm and for the industry.

30.

Explain price andoutput determination of the competitive
firm in the long run.

31.

Explain the meanim7 of the equality of AC, MC, MR and price
on a graph representini- the competitive firm in the long run.

32.

Given a schedule of price, outnut and cost for a competitive
firm in the lon run, rr,rrph c.)mi)lete cost and revenue curves.

33.

Explain why a competitive firm will make only a normal profit
in the long run.

34.

Show on a 7raph of price, output, costs and revenues for a
competitive firm, and the industry, in the long run, the
adjustments that result in the reestablishment of equilibrium
price and output.

35.

Describe and show graphically the long run supply for a constant cost industry and in an increasim, cost industry.

36.

Explain why the competitive economy tends to allocate
resources efficiently.

37.

Explain the significance of P = AC and P = MC.

38.

Describe the major shortcomings of a competitive price
system.
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Describe the connect and occurrence of !Aire monopoly.

40.

Describe the frIC.OrS that would tend to create monopoly
power.

41,

13e able to define nnd P,rnph the demand curve facing n natural
monopoly.

42.

Describe the demand and marginal revenue curves for a monopol:

43,

Given the required schedule, prepare n complete grarh of
price, output, cost and revenue curves for a monopoly.

44.

S:tetch a Craph of price, output, cost and revenue curves for
a monopoly.

45.

Determine total profit or loss and profit or loss per unit
from 43 above.

46.

Discuss some of the commonly held fallacies concernini:
monopoly oricin-.

47.

Expinin hew the monopolist is able to maintain a profit over
and Above n normal profit in the long run.

48.

Explain how monopoly power m-y result in :isallocation of
resources.

49.

Contrn::t the possible effect on technoloi,ical Advance in
purely competitive versus monopolistic industries.

50.

,:.xplain through

51.

Given n schedule of price, output andcost, develop' eomplete

rnphical anlysis how r. :,onopolistic firm
charneteristicallv will produce in the lorvz run at less than
lowest colt and attain nn economic profit.
7,rriPhic enalysis of price 'Ind output ''or a monopolistic firm
in the short .,111 long run.

52.

Define socinlly optimum price.

53.

Be able tc show .,,r.tiphIcally how a natural monopoly should be

reulnred, i.e., at what point its price should be set.
54,

be able to idertify the point to produce for n firm which is
nttemptirv, to minimize n loss in the short run.

55.

Describe and show trraphicnlly the effect on price, output,
and profits of c reKulnted monopoly.

56.

be able to show jrphically and explain the si,,nificance of
the efficiency loss to society of a monopoly.

57.

Describe the nonprice competition of a monopolistically
competitie firm.

58.

Show graphically the possible effects of advertising upon a
firm's output and average cost.

59.

Present arguments for and against advertising.

60.

Cite some of the type of industries that are typically
monopolistically compeLitive.

61.

Describe the concept and occurence of monopolistic competitior.

62.

Describe the demand and marginal revenue curves of monopolistic competition.

63.

Sketch a graph of the demand, cost and revenue curves of a
monopolistically competitive firm in the short and long run.

64.

Given a schadule of price, output and costs, graph the demand, cost and revenue curves of a monopolistically competitive firm in the short run.

65.

Determine total profit (or loss) and per unit profit (or
loss) from 64 above.

66.

EApiain the meaning of "monopolistically competitive firms
tend to break-even in the long run!"

67.

Explain the meaning of 'wastes of monopolistic competition."

68.

Describe the concept and occurrence of oligopoly.

69.

Explain the meaning of collusion, tacit collusion, gentleman's agreement and cartel.

70.

Explain the meaning of "mutual interdependence."

71.

Describe the demand and marginal revenue curve of an
oligopoly and explain how they are derived.

72.

Give several illustrationsof industries that are oligopolistic and produce standardized products; that product
d5fferentipted products.

73.

Explain Tri&I'.G

7.

Give the meaning and illustrations of multiproduct firms and
some of the reasons for producing several or many products.

is mEant by p:Ace inflexibility or "sticky
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75.

Be able to list and explain the requirements for
successful price discrimination.
a.
b.

Two or more prices.
Product which cannot be trded.

c.

Separate demn.nds.

d.

Cheap to distinguish between demanders.
Different elasticities of demand.

e.

76.

Given a sellers postion, be able to give appropriate
means for the seller to apply price discrimination.

77.

Be able to reproduce the price discrimination model.

78.

Describe some of the reasons multiproduct firms find
it difficult to estrblish prices based on MC -MR concepts.

79.

Given a price, output, and cost schedule determine revenue,
demand, and cost curves for an oligopoly.

80.

Explain in detail the price and
oligopoly.

81.

Explain the effect on the firm of the 1,1C curve shifting
along the vertical portion of the MR curve.

82.

Explain cost plus pricing.

83.

Describe a restrictive oligo.)oly and sketch its cost
and revenue curves.

84.

Describe a progressive oligopoly and sketch its cost and
revenue curves.

85.

Describe the competitive aspects of oligopolies:
a.
Non-price competition
b.
Degree of product differentiation
c.
Goals of the modern corporation

86.

Give the arguments for and against the statement modern
oligopolies FrAre both the greater means and a stronger
inclination for technological advance.

87.

Explain the meaning of countervailing power.

88.

Define 'monopoly' as it is generally understood in the
American economy.

89.

Cite and recognize the major provisions of major legislation
and policies restricting monopolies.

90.

Cite major arguments for and against mmcmolv.

output analysis for an
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Describe the major legislation piaci policies promoting
monopolies.

92.

Discuss the proposition of maintaining the status quo.

93.

Discuss the proposition of public regulation and ownership.

Optional Unit II
General:

1.

Supplement

Students will be familiar with the Linear
Programming Model of the firm - the usefulness
and eccnomic meaning of the technique.

Students will explain the mening of the following terms,
functions, and variables.
a.

Maximize:

b.

Subject to the following constraints:

c.

f = clx, + c2x2

allxl

a12x2 1=131

a21x1

a22x2

:=:b2

Nonnegativity conditions:
xl

,

x2

= 0

2.

Students will graph the problem by plotting constraint (b)
inequalities and the objective (a) function on xl and x2 axes

3.

Students will identify th- set of all feasible programs
by shading in the region on the graph representing that set.

4.

Given f=N, where N is a positive integer, the student will
identify the optional feasible program.

5.

For the optional feasible program, students will calculc.te

6.

a.

The programs xl and x2
output in units by
process 1, process 2, and total output).

b.

Total profit (total revenue minus tot::.1 variable
costs) .

(

Students will use this algorithmic process (maximizing an
objective function subject to constraints)in more general
applications where economic problems exist.

Unit III.

Students should:
1.

Explain the statement, "resource priccs are costs to the
firm."

2.

Relate the supply and demand for resources to the circular
flow diagram.

3.

Explain why the pricing of resources tends to be more
complex than the pricing of consumer goods.

4.

Explain the meaning of 'derived demand" and why the
demand for resources is a derived demand.

5.

Explain the law of diminishing returns and its application
to resource pricing.

6.

Define "marginal physical product'' and "marginal revenue
product."

7.

Given the number of units of resource used, total product,
and product price, determine MPP and MI:1P.

8.

Explain the meaning of "jointly interdependent demand."

9.

Define "marginal resource cost.

0.

Give the rule for hiring resources and explain the basis for

'

it.

11.

Explain vihy D=MRP.

12.

Give the factors that will cause a change in resource demand,

13.

Define elasticity bf resource demand,

14.

Give and explain the determinants of elasticity of resource
demand.

15.

Define cross elasticity and relate it to resource demand.

16.

Give and explain the rule for detelmining the proportion of
various resources that should be used in producing a
product.

17.

Give and explain the equation for determining best proportion of resource use.

18.

Demonstrate 17 above using a graph of the MRP of the
resources.

19.

State the principle of equi-marginalism.

20.

Give the rule for determining the best absolute amounts
of various resources to use.
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Define wages, money wages, and real wages.

22,

Recognize that two-thirds of national income is made up
of wages and salaries.

23.

Describe the major factors that contribute to high productivity of labor in the United States.

24.

Describe the relationship over time between output per
man hour and real hourly earnings and indicate any special
significance it has.

25,

Sketch and explain the supply of, and demand for, labor
to a single competitive firm and in a competitive market,

26.

Distinguish between the competitive model of supply and
demand for labor with the monopsonistic model,

27.

Given a schedule of quantity, wage rtes, and MRP for a
monoposonistic labor maret, construct a graph of the
supply, MRC and MRP.

28.

In 27 above explain the significance MRC,s deviation from
the supply.

29.

Given a graph of the suoply and demand for labor, show
the effect of an increase in the demand for labor.

30.

Give the basic objective of Union and relate it to 29 above.

31.

Describe some of the ways Union micht increase demand for
productivity theory
labor and relate them to the mai
of wages.

32.

Given a graph of the supply and demand for labor, show the
effect of a decrease in the supply of labor.

33.

Relate 32 above to the Union's basic goal, and to craft
Unionism.

34.

Sketch and explain the significance of a graph of the supply
and demand for labor with industrial unionism.

35.

Sketch P.nd 3-plain the significance of a gr'lph of the supply
and demand for labor in a bilateral monopoly labor market.

36.

Relate the data on productivity and real wages to the question
"Do Unions Raise Wages?"

37.

Give the three factors that contribute to wage differentials
and explain.each.

38.

Give reason why an increase in wage rates may not necessarily
result in a decrease in the level of employment in a particular firm or industry.

39.

Explain why a general wage decrease is not likely to decrease
unemployment for the economy as a whole.

40.

Give the three 6enerP.1 phases of the labor movement in
America.

41.

Describe the factors that slowed the growth of unionism and
the factors that tended to promote the unionism before 1930.

42,

Describe the factor that promoted the growth of unionism
between 1930 and 1947.

43.

Describe the factors that have tended to slow the growth of
unionism since 1947.

44.

Describe

45.

List and briefly describe the major management and major
union weapons in labor disputes.

46.

The Sherman Act and the Clayton Act were not primarily labor
legislation.
State the manner in which they were used in
regard to labor unions.

47.

Give the r'ajor prolabor legislation and describe its
provisions.

48.

Give the major promanagement legislation and describe its
provisions.

49.

Describe labor "stagnation" and factors that are alleged to
contribute to it.

50.

Describe the collective bargaining process.

51.

What are the major areas that are subject to bargaining?

52.

Define the followings
agency shop.

53.

Describe the steps in the grievance procedure, indicate the
level by givin the position of those involved.

54.

What is the mcanin

55.

Give major arguments against unions, and major arguments for
unions.

56.

Be able to explain and give examples of the development of
substitutes for labor or for the product labor produces
because of artifically imposed higher wages.

the structure and jurisdiction of the union local.

closed shop, union or open shop, and

of "check:-off?"
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Be able to give, explain and apply the five factors influencing wage differentials in different occupations.
a.
b.
c.

d.

58.

Disagreableness
Constancy of employment
Trust to be reposed
Probability of success

Be able to give, explain and apply the four factors which
determine a union's ability to raise wages above equilibrium.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Skill level
Capital intensiveness
Elasticity of demand for final product
Elasticity of supply of cooperant factors

59.

Distinguish between "rent" as it is commonly understood and
"economic rent" or rent as used by the economists.

60.

Using the supply and demand concept explain fully how rent
in each of the above meanings is determined.

61.

Explain the "rationing function" of rent.

62.

Explain the "incentive function' of resource prices.

63.

Explain why economists consider economic rent a surplus.

64.

Describe how rent becomes a cost of production to individual
producers.

65.

Define interest.

66.

Explain the meaning of interest rate.

67.

Give and explain the major factors that determine the different rates of interest.

68.

Be able to compute the present value (PV) of a single future
payment from a PV table.

69.

Be able to compute the PV of a stream of future payments from
a PV table,

70.

Be able to compute the PV of a payment to be made in one
year from the PV formula.
P=

A
7-171-n

71.

Be able to recognize, recreate, and use the PV formula for
one year.

72.

Be able to equate a PV with a future income stream, given the
number of years and the rate of interest, from a PV table.
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Be able to compute the present value of an irregular stream
of future payments from a PV table.

74,

Be able to compute the amount to which a deposit will grow
at compound interest from a PV table.

75.

Be able to compute the PV of a future stream of payments as
a result of a capital investment from a PV table and choose
the most desirable of alternative investments.

76.

Be able to compute the capital value of a capital asset by
discounting the future income stream to be produced by that
asset.

77.

Students will recognize one source of profits (vg-Lndfall gains)

as unanticipated changes in the present value of assets.
78.

List and describe the potential sources of loanable funds.

79.

List and describe the demand for loanable funds.

80.

Distinguish between potential supply of loanable funds and
actual supply.

81.

Give and explain the reasons households may prefer to hold
cash rather than securities.

82.

Explain the meaning of "administered price" in reference to
interest rates.

83.

Explain the rationing effect of interest rates.

84.

Explain how marginal productivity enters into the allocation
of money capital.

85.

Distinguish between "business profits" and "economic profits.

86.

Explain why economists have a more limited concept of profit
than accountants.

87.

Give the justification for economic profits.

88.

Explain the meaning of mo?,opoly profits.

89.

Explain the role of profits (or losses) in the allocation
of resources.

90.

Distinguish between partial equilibrium analysis and ,eneral
equilibrium analysis.

91.

Explain and ,give illustrations of the need for an understanding of general equilibrium analysis.

92.

Give and describe the two major areas in which American
capitalism has been particularly sucessful.
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93.

Give and describe the two basic shortcomings of our economy.

94.

Describe how income in America is distributed among households

95.

Describe the needs of households in terms of level of income.

96.

Relate level of income with ability.

97.

Sketch and explain the meaning of Lorenz curve.

98.

Describe the major factors that tend to create income
inequality.

99

Give the arguments for and against income inequality.

100.

Describe the extent and incidence of poverty in the United
States,

101.

List and describe the four major group constitutim; the poor.
(Negroes, farmers, old people, and fatherless families).

102.

Differentiate the arguments centered around the question of
(negative income
extendinp: the system of transfer payments.

taxguaranteed annual wage, etc.)
103.

Describe the paradox of the "welfare state."

104.

Explain the vicious circle of poverty.

105.

Describe the two philosophies regarding the cause of poverty.

106.

Assuming that governmental action is necessary in combating
poverty, describe and evaluate proposed programs and policies
that would tend to alleviate the situation.
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108.

Give and evaluate arguments against the claim that social
imbalance exists; or that it is a problem.
Evaluate public spending as a corrective for social imbalance.

109.

List and describe possible correctives for social imbalance.
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Unit IV.

Students should:
1.

Know the meaning of and be able to apply the term production
possibility.

2.

Be able to identify characteristics cf an economy which allows
production specialization.

3.

Be able to define and give a numerical
and comparative advantage.

4.

Be able to define the three -things which give rise to the
gains from specialization or division of labor.
a.
b.
c.

example of absolute

dexterity
saving of time
invention.

5.

Be able to list some disadvantage of specialization.

6.

Given production possibilities for two individuals, Be able
to produce the production possibilities frontier for the
community. This will include the maximum and minimum production possibilities and the identification of effeciency
loss from improper allocation of production.

7.

Be able to compute opportunity costs.

8.

Explain the meaning and extent of international specializatiol

9.

Explain the meaning of absolute advantage internationally.
internationally.

10.

Explain the meaning of comparative advantage

11.

Describe, using an illustration, how each of two economies
can benefit by trade if they have a comparative advantage.

12.

Relate opportunity cost to comparative advantage.

13.

Explain how economies gain an absolute or a comparative
advantage in the production of products.

14.

Student will see the possible gain from trade when presented
with a situation involving two parties one of whom is more
productive in both of two commodities, where opportunity
costs differ.

15.

When given a simple two-country two- commodity
correctly identify the country with the lower opportunity
cost in each commodity.
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When presented with the 'production possibilities of two areas
under conditions of self-sufficiency in two commodities,
correctly give the total production possibilities of the two
areas in er.ch commodity under conditions of complete
specialization, and will be able to identify the "gain from
specialization."

17.

Show by verbal explanation his qualitative understanding of
how trade between two parties based on specialization can
be mutually beneficial.

18.

Use the above understandings in identifying and explaining
the fallacies involved in the argument that low wage calntrieE:
can always outsell high wage countries.

19.

Use the above understandings in identifying and explaining
the fallacies involved in the belief that more exports are
always good for a country.

20.

Be able to distinguish between relatively land intensive,
labor and capital intensive commodities and the advantages
in production of these commodities according to a nation's
factor endowments.

21.

Be able to explain how free factor movements can substitute
for commodity trade.

22.

Pe able to define and explain tariffs.
a.
b.

23.

income
protection.

Be able to list, explain and refute the five arguments in
favor of protective tariffs.
a,
b.
c.
d.
e.

infant industry
military self-sufficiency
increase domestic employment
diversification for stability
protect high wage and high standard of living

24.

Be able to give and explain the argument against tariffs
and more efficient allocation of resources.

25,

justify the use of tariffs by less developed countries,
where:
a.
b.

used to develop promising infant industries; and/or
used to attain diversification.

26.

Describe American trade as to volume and commodities.

27.

Define foreign exchange.

28.

Explain how the supply and demand for foreign currency
determines its price.
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Give an illustrntion of how the supply of, and demand for,
a foreign currency occurs.

30.

Display an understanding of the concept exchange rate by
expressing the value of the franc in terms of 4 when given
the value of the 4 in terms Of franc.

31.

Show an understanding of the concept foreign exchange market
by listing several sources of (a) the demand and (b) the
supply of any particular currency.

32.

Further show this understanding by correctly determining the
direction of movement of a foreign exchange rate when given
a change in one of the supply and demand variables.

33.

Further show this understanding by correctly indicating the
effect on quantity demanded (or supplied) of a change in the
equilibrium rate of exchange.

34.

Correctly indicate parallel between free foreign exchange
markets and free markets in some other commodity.

35.

Explain the meaning of free fluctuating currency and give
an illustration.

36.

Explain how governments stabilize the:priee of their
currency. Give a gran'lic illustration.

37.

Identify the role of government in regard to foreign exchange
or choice of a correct statement
indicating what a government or monetary authority would do
when faced with a substantial departure from "official" rates.
markets by explanation

38.

Understand that such stabilization operations by gouts. may
involve transfers of gold between nations.

39.

Define or pick correct definition of "devaluation" of
currency.

40.

Identify the balance of payments statement as the summary
statement of all a country's economic transactions with other
areas.

41.

Be able to give the major categories of the Balance of
Payments and compute an official transactions ''deficit."

42.

Name some examples of outpayments and receipts important in
the U.S. balance of payments.

43.

Explain the meaning of, and necessity for, a balance of
payments.

44.

Explain the meaning of a desirable balance of payments.

45.

Explain the meaning of, and need for, settlement transactions.
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What are the major methods of accomplishing; a b:Alance of
payments.

47.

Explain the major causes of the United Staten, negative
balance in its desirable balance of payments.

48,

Describe the condition which must be met if a nation is to
be cn a gold exchange standard.

49.

Explain the advanAagos and disadvantw,,en of bola:'' on a ;s01(1
standard.

50.

Distinguish between currencies used by traders and investors,
and currencies held as "official reserves."

51.

Define or pick a correct definition of "reserve curriencies

52.

Know what reasons impel some monetary authorities to wish
with cold.
to replace part of their "reserve curriencies"

53.

Understand the extent of the present U.S, commitment to
convert the 4 to goll. - for whom, under what circumstances.

54.

Define the contemporary balance of payments problem of the
U.S. in terms of:
a)
b)
c)

confidence
liquidity
adjustment

55.

Explain the purpose of IMF.

56.

Describe the Triffin Plan.

57.

Explain the achantages of the following international
monetary reform proposals over the present system:
a)
b)
c)

dollar standard
freely fluctuating exchange rates
the "broadened band' with sliding rates

58.

Give the causes and effects of the breakdown of world trade
in recent decades.

59.

Describe the post World War II programs and institutions
aimed at rebuilding the world economy.

60.

Define tariff.

61.

Give and explain the majcr arguments against free trade.

62.

Describe the American and international policies toward
free trade.
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Describe the cr.user.: and swv7ested cures for Americans

changing 4paymunts4 w)sition.
or-niLP.tion and r.c;11,:vements of the Common

64.

Describe t1.1,
Nnrkr.t.

65.

Describe the provislons of the Trade ixpansion Act of 1962.

66.

Enumerate the economic advantages of customs unions and
free-trade areas.
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